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responsibilities and know where needs are urgent to start the move-

ment betimes by preaching and by generous example, and so to

kindle a flame of enthusiasm which shall spread to all such as are

ready to sacrifice labor and money when once they know where their

true advantage lies.

FEUDALISM, CHIVALRY AND THE COMMUNES IN THE
MIDDLE AGE.

LSEWHERE we have had occasion to describe the prime

origin of Feudalism, when we spoke of the influence of the

Germanic and Slavic barbarian invasions on general society

in the disrupted Roman Empire.* Now we would remark that

many publicists imagine that they discern the origin of the feudal

system among the Romans of the time of the Empire ; and simply

because they find an analogy between the relations of mediaeval

suzerain and vassal and those relations which subsisted between his

patron and the Roman soldier who had received a gift of lands witli

the obligation of defending their possession in the name of that

patron. It appears certain, however, that as a definite system

Feudalism was of Teutonic origin, although it speedily became the

presumed governmental ideal also among the Latin, as well as

among the Gallic and the other Celtic peoples. The reader should

note that the Saxons and Vandals were the sole barbarians who in-

terfered with the olden municipal regime of the Roman law ; and

he should not forget that in their treatment of the civilized land-

owners in the whilom Roman Empire, the Germanic and Slavic bar-

barians acted in accordance with their respective and comparative

ideas of decency and of justice. The Germans, properly so-called,

appropriated every inch of arable soil in Gaul and Italy which they

could dominate, relegating the owners to a serfdom which was yet

to be mollified by the influence of the Church. The Vandals con-

tented themselves with the best of the farms, of course reducing

the legitimate proprietors to serfdom. The Burgundians were sat-

isfied with a confiscation of two-thirds of the fertile acres, on which

the olden proprietors were thenceforth allowed to find a living with

pick and hoe. The Franks, however—^as if in prognostication of the

J Our "Universal Hlatory," Vol. I., p. 632.
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future Ccsta Dei per Francos—occupied merely those lands which

appeared to have no owners. All of these confiscated "fiefs" were

donatives from the barbaric chieftains ; and from the fifth until the

ninth century there were manifested continually two tendencies

—

one, on the part of the lords, to take back the granted estates so

that the said lords might procure more adherents by new investi-

tures, and another on the part of the original barbaric vassals who
constantly yearned for an exemption from every obligation toward

their lords. Ere long three thoroughly antagonistic systems con-

fronted each other—the monarchical, the aristocratic and the

democratic. Perhaps we should not use the term "democratic" in

this connection, but there is no other word capable of indicating the

position which was occupied by that "Third Estate" which was
already prominent in the ninth century. During the reigns of

Pepin and Charlemagne the monarchical idea obtained a predomi-

nance. In the Italy of that time anarchy was prevalent. In the

glorious peninsula of Spain, the pride of the hidalgos—that pride

which caused even the king to bend before it—made the monarch

a mere military chief. In England, after the precarious reigns of

the Anglo-Saxon and Danish monarchs, those of the Norman-
French kings were a continual struggle with their recalcitrant

barons.

A few words must now be devoted to the feudal hierarchy. At
the head of Christian society, the populus Christianus, was the

Roman Pontiff, the Vicar of Our Lord and Saviour, the supreme

arbitrator in the differences among rulers, the suzerain of many of

the kings, and upon whom devolved the duty of selecting the prince

who was to be the "Holy Roman Emperor"—a personage who,

despite his grandiose title, had no real jurisdiction over other

States than those of which he was the king. In the feudal system

there was a triple tie between the suzerain and the vassal—^the

homagium, the ades and the investitura or saisine; and this tie was

to be renewed at the accession of a new vassal. By the act of

homagium, as the term indicates, the vassal declared that he was

the "man" of his lord; and the avowal was accomplished by the

placing of the vassal's hand in that of his superior. By the act of

fides, the vassal swore fidelity to his lord. But not until the vassal

had received the investitura, symbolized by a twig or a bit of clay,

did the vassal know that his tenure was secure. The obligations

of the vassal to his suzerain were both material and moral, the

material being chiefly military, while the moral entailed the respect

and defense of the honor of every member of his superior's family.

Undoubtedly, as in all human institutions, there were many imper-

fections in the feudal system ; but we must say with Chantrel : "In
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the days of Feudalism there could exist no such oppression as had
been organized by the Roman Senate and which was to be estab-

lished by that of Venice. Great conquests and great dominations

were impossible. Anarchy was forestalled, and ambition was
arrested ere it could develop. The despotism of one person was
seldom actuated."*

Not until the eleventh century was the feudal system in full force

;

the fourteenth century saw its end, although the twelfth had beheld

a lessening of its influence because of the growth of the Communes
and of the royal power. Feudalism spread itself over all those

countries which had formed the empire of Charlemagne; that is,

over France, Italy, Germany and Northern Spain. In its improved
condition the Normans introduced it into England. Quite natur-

ally, its adoption followed every Christian conquest over the Mus-
sulman encampers on Spanish soil. The Scandinavian kingdoms
welcomed it in the twelftfi century ; Russia in the thirteenth. The
enterprising Crusaders transplanted it to their conquests in the

Orient. Coming now to a general view of feudal Europe as tt

subsisted in the halcyon days of the much-discussed system, France

claims our chief consideration. At the time when the Capetian

dynasty attained the throne of France, the royal domain consisted

of the lie which was termed the Duchy of France, and of the

Orleanais, the counties of Laon and Bourges and the Vexin. The
immediate vassals of the king were the nine secular peers : the dukes

of Normandy, Burgundy, Aquitaine and Gascony, and the counts of

Anjou, Flanders, Champagne, Toulouse and Barcelona. There

were also six ecclesiastical peers: the archbishop-duke of Reims,

the bishops-dukes of Laon and Langres, and the counts-bishops of

Beauvais, Chalons and Noyons. In the twelfth century the secular

peerages were reduced to six: those of the duchies of Normandy,
Burgundy and Aquitaine, and of the counties of Champagne, Tou-
louse and Flanders. The duchy (once the kingdom) of Aquitaine

was bounded by the Loire, the Lower Rhone, the Pyrenees and the

Atlantic. It comprised the county (destined to become the king-

dom) of Navarre, the duchy of Gascony, the counties of Comminges,
Bigorre, Armagnac, Toulouse, Roussillon, Barcelona, Foix, Poi-

tiers, Auvergne, Angouleme, Perigord, La Marche and Bourges;

the viscounties of Beam, Turenne and Narbonne; the barony (in

time the duchy) of Bourbon ; the lordship (afterward the duchy) of

Albret, and the lordship of Montpellier. Bounded by the Med-
iterranean, the Alps, the Lower Rhone, the Loire, the Jura, Cham-
pagne and Lorraine were the territories which once formed the

ancient kingdom of Burgundy and Aries, and during many years

2 "Cours d'Hlstoire Univeraelle, Moyen Age," Paris, 1886.
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of the Middle Age these fiefs acknowledged the suzerainty of the

Holy Roman Emperor, although it is to be noted that quasi-inde-

pendence was the portion of many of the bishops in those regions.

The northern provinces—^Artois, Flanders and Picardy—depended

from the French crown, as did also in the northwest Normandy,
Maine, Anjou and Brittany, together with many counties. The
olden kingdom of Lorraine, between the Rhone and the Meuse,

comprising the territory known in our day as Alsace-Lorraine,

depended from the Empire.

As for the Holy Roman Empire, we should never forget that two

distinct personalities must always be discerned in its incumbent

—

the king of the Germans and the suzerain of the northern and cen-

tral Italian princes (the Pope excepted) and of the northern and

central Italian communes. The great vassals of the king of the

Germans were the dukes of the two Lorraines, the dukes of Fran-

conia, Suabia, Bavaria, Carinthia, Bohemia and Saxony, and those

ecclesiastical princes whom Otho I. had endowed with secular

dominion. The administration of the kingdom of Italy, on the

part of the Holy Roman Emperor, was entirely distinct from that

of the Germans. Until the eleventh century feudal nobles such as

marquises and counts acted as a species of imperial vicars in the

chief cities of the north and centre (Rome excepted), Magna Graecia

still recognizing the sovereignty of Constantinople. Finally, counts

were established in nearly every town which admitted the imperial

suzerainty. However, the enfranchisement of the Lombard Com-
munes, together with the rise of the Italian commercial republics,

banished Feudalism from the greater cities in the north and centre

of the peninsula. When, toward the end of the eleventh century,

the Normans effected their domination of the Two Sicilies, they

established feudal institutions firmly, and vestiges of those institu-

tions are still perceptible in the island and in Calabria.

Among the Spaniards the royal authority was restricted by

Feudalism to an (extreme and nearly absurd degree. It is certain

that had its exaggerations not been too frequently actuated, the

Islamites would have returned for all time to Africa several cen-

turies before the days of Ferdinand and Isabella. During the

feudal period Spanish vassals of superior degree were styled ricos

hombres, but this term should be understood as indicative of influ-

ential rather than of wealthy men. Now, in one of the fueros viejos

(olden privileges) of the old Castilian law we read: "If the king

exiles one of his vassals who is a rico home, all of the vassals and

friends of that exile can accompany him. A rico home can change

his lord whenever he desires ; he needs merely to send a representa-

tive to his lord of the time, and he is freed from his obligations
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when the messenger has said, 'My lord, I kiss your hands in the

name of my own lord, and I announce that he is no longer your

vassal.' " We must feel some enthusiasm when we remember that

every mediaeval Spaniard regarded himself as noble from the fact

that he had received Baptism. But prudence was certainly disre-

garded when the kings of Aragon, on the day of their coronation,

allowed themselves to be thus addressed : "Sire, taken one by one,

each of us is your equal. United, we are stronger than you are

;

remember, therefore, that we make you our king only on condition

that you respect our privileges." Feudalism is said by some to

have been introduced primarily into England by her Norman con-

querors ; but Lingard opines that its germs were discernible among
the Anglo-Saxons long before the extinction of their dynasty, and

he quotes Asser, tutor of Alfred the Great, in proof of the assertion

that the term "vassal" was used in England during the reign of

that monarch. Asser speaks of the thanes of Somerset as "nobiles

vassalli Sumertunensis plagce."

Probably the fundamental weakness of the feudal system is to be

found in the fact that it was in the power of any vassal to become a

suzerain. By the concession of a portion of his lands he could be-

come the "lord" of the beneficiary, and therefore in every practical

sense a sovereign, while the secondary vassals—^the arriire vassaux

—came to regard him as their suzerain, forgetting quite con-

veniently their real obligations to the monarch who was the sover-

eign of the nation. But as an offset to this fundamental weakness

we must mention one source of strength in Feudalism. No taxes

could be levied without the consent of the contributors. No law

was valid if it had not been accepted by those who were to be

affected by it. No sentence was legitimate unless it was rendered

by the peers of the accused. The average student of history is

prone to reflect on the many instances of oppression which he finds

in the feudal system. But he should not forget that since the dis-

appearance of feudal institutions history has been at least as redo-

lent of tyranny and outrage as it was when those institutions were

dominant. And let us reflect on a very salient fact in connection

with this much decried system. It may be thanked for the creation

of a very numerous class of men who were ever ready to defend their

rights. These men were proud of a common equality, whether

they were monarchs or not; they were ever watchful for the mo-
ment when their suzerains would justify them in an abjuration of the

feudal tie. Nor should modems forget that besides the principle of

individual independence, Feudalism bequeathed to our time other

very important principles—^the sentiment of honor and that of

reciprocal duty, respect for woman, love of domestic life, courtesy
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and every other kind of social refinement—in fine, that chivalry

which now demands our consideration.'

It has been debated whether chivalry, as we have been accus-

tomed to fancy it, ever really existed, or whether, like the golden

age, it is not a pretty dream. Cantu, to whom no modem author

can be compared for accurate appreciation of the spirit of the Middle

Age, reminds us that even in the so-called halcyon days of chivalry

the contemporary writers were wont to lament the glories of the

olden time and to decry the presumed decay of the lauded institu-

tion. And the following remarks of this incomparable historian

are very much to the point : "We may well believe that the chivalry

of the romances—^that is, an era of valor, of loyalty, of spontaneous

order, of real happiness, of disinterested sacrifice, of chaste love

—

no more existed than did the idyllic blessedness of the Arcadian

shepherds. Probably books have modified this condition, substi-

tuting an ideal for the true era. Nevertheless, there was consider-

able reality in chivalry, and its members formed an efficient organi-

zation, with initiatory forms, rights and prerogatives. Its principal

theatre was the south of France, whence it spread throughout

Spain, whose people were already chivalrous by nature. Italy,

devoted to commerce, religion and science, cared but little for the

punctilios of chivalry, unless in the Sicilies, where it was introduced

by the Normans. The Suabians wondered that the Hungarians

ignored this institution, and they urged, in the name of woman, that

the Hungarians should fight with the sword and not with less cour-

teous weapons, but the envoy was soundly scourged. England,

more aristocratic than chivalrous, shows us only Richard Cceur de

Leon, and he was formed to the arms and poetry of France; the

heroes of the Round Table lived merely in the pages of romance;

Edward III. and the Black Prince derived all of their renown from

the tutelage of France. The Greeks and the Russians never had a

conception of chivalry, but its institutions penetrated into Poland."'

As a social institution, chivalry dated from the end of the tenth

or the beginning of the eleventh century, and it was the influence of

the Catholic Church that endowed it with all of its estimable quali-

ties. As for its faults—ever concomitants of all the devices of man
—most of them were due to the still surviving barbaric tendencies

* For accurate details In reg;ard to Feudalism consult: Beaumanolr, "Ldvre

des Coustumes de Beauvolsls," written In 1283, but printed at Bourges In

1690 and at Paris In 1843; Brussel, "Usage des Fiefs," Paris, 1750; Cantd,

"Storla Universale/' Bk. XI., chap. xU. Ninth Italian edition, Turin, 1866;

Romaln, "Le Moyen Age," Paris, 1890; TocquevtUe, 'X.'Anclen lUgtme et la

Revolution," Paris, 1866; Orlando, "Feudl dl SlclUa," Palermo, 1817; Lln-

gard, "History of England," Vol. I., London, 1830; Qulzot, "Hlstolre de la

Civilisation en France," Lect. 40, Paris. 1830.

4 17M •upro, chap. iv.
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in the not yet perfectly consolidated populus Christianus. The word
"chivalry," like every other word in modern languages which indi-

cates any notion of refinement, is derived either from the French or

the Italian idiom. Both the French chevalier and the Italian cava-

liere signified originally a man who fought on horseback. As a

military force cavalry was unknown to the Germanic and Slavonic

hordes who disrupted the Roman Empire, and for several centuries

after the great invasion, all operations of war in Europe were con-

ducted by infantry. It is true that the Merovingian kings had in

their employ a number of fighting horsemen, but these were all

Gallo-Romans, and it seems that unfortunately their worth in battle

was not appreciated at its full value. Not until the accession of the

Carlovingian dynasty was any great consideration accorded to

cavalry ; then every warrior who was sufficiently rich to buy and feed

a horse insisted on entering the field as a "chevalier." Hence it

came to pass that this term was in time regarded as a title of honor

—in fact, as indicative of a new institution. Then the Church, ever

on the alert to Christianize every proper enterprise of her children,

undertook the task of consecrating the chevaliers to her own de-

fense and to that of the weak and the poor. Almost from the

origin of this institution there were two kinds of chevaliers, religious

and secular. The secular knight was devoted to the service of his

sovereign or to that of his feudal suzerain; the religious knight

received an investiture from his bishop, the ceremony consisting of

a blessing of a sword which was never to be drawn unless in the

cause of God or in that of the oppressed. As a rule the chevalier

underwent an apprenticeship. While still a child he was sent to

the household of his sovereign or to that of his suzerain, there to

act as varlet or damoiseau, according as his service was given to the

lord or tb the lady of the castle—to the castellan or to the chatellaine.

When he had attained to the age of fourteen the boy was supposed

to be hors de page, or graduated from his novitiate. If then he was

found to be all that religion and courtesy demanded, he was ad-

mitted to the grade of ecuyer or "squire," which entitled him to the

privilege of carrying the shield of his lord. Seven years were then

spent in study and in military exercises ere the lad could hope to be

admitted to the ranks of chivalry ; at the expiration of this period,

if his conduct had met with the approval of his lord and of his lady,

he was "dubbed" a knight.

Certain modems smile when they happen to peruse a description

of the ceremonies which inducted the candidate into his probably

glorious career. But the thoroughly Catholic reader will agree

with our opinion that such ceremonies could appropriately signalize

an initiation into the real and so-called Catholic societies of our
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day. After a bath, a symbol of purification, the youth was shorn

of those tresses which had been his own pride as well as that of his

mother and sisters, and he donned a white robe as a symbol of that

chastity which, in accordance with his married or unmarried state,

he swore to observe. Then he assumed a red garment, which

indicated that he vowed to shed his blood, if necessary, in the cause

of the Church and in that of the orphan and friendless. An abso-

lute fast from food and drink during the ensuing twenty-four hours

then followed as a preparation for the candidate's veille des armes,

which was a night spent in solitary prayer before the Blessed Sacra-

ment in order that the gfrace of God would make him a worthy

knight. After this solemn vigil the youth made his confession,

received his Sacramental Lord and then he left the holy edifice as

a chevalier. Another ceremony followed, but it was purely civil.

The new knight bowed before his suzerain in order to receive the

accolade or sword tap on the shoulder, which was accompanied with

these words : "In the name of God Almighty, of St. Michael and of

St. George I create you a chevalier. Be brave and loyal
!"

When we consider the deep significance of these ceremonies, and

when we reflect that every modem European sovereign knows full

well that Christian knighthood implies devotion to the Catholic

faith on the part of its recipient, we are filled with righteous indig-

nation when we hear that orders of chivalry are continually be-

stowed upon Mohammedans, Freemasons and other infidels by the

royal head of the Church of England, by that king of Sardinia who
is temporarily installed in the Papal Palace of the Quirinal, and by
other rulers who at least proclaim themselves as Christians. The
absurdity of which these would-be conferrers of knighthood are

guilty is evinced by the vows which the chevalier was obliged to

take: i. To die rather than abandon the Holy Roman, Catholic,

Apostolic Church. 2. To be ever loyal to his suzerain. 3. To
protect the weak. 4. To never offend another intentionally and

to never appropriate the goods of another. 5. To always act from

motives of virtue and real glory rather than from any hope of pecu-

niary or other perishable reward. 6. To regard the honor of his

fellow-chevaliers as his own. 7. To combat always en bonne guerre,

that is, to use no contemptible trickery on the field. 8. To never

utter a falsehood. 9. When on military duty, to never lay aside

his weapons unless for necessary ablutions or sleep. 10. To sacri-

fice his life in defense of any female who might claim his protection.

II. To pay a proper ransom if he were captured in war, and if he

were to find it impossible to raise the sum when he returned to his

home, to surrender himself to the enemy. A dereliction from any

of these duties entailed the mark of "felony" upon a chevalier;
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heralds proclaimed him as such and as a "miscreant," and he was

placed on a bier, carried to a church, and there he listened to his

obsequies. Thenceforth he was an outcast, practically dead to the

world.

The obligations of a chevalier were onerous, but his privileges

were great. In France, Italy and Spain the knights were always

addressed as "my lord ;" their wives bore the title of "my lady"

—

dame, signora, senora—z designation then not given even to noble-

women whose husbands were not chevaliers. A place at the royal

table was accorded to a knight, although such honor was denied

to every member of the royal family who had not received his spurs.

An army could be commanded only by a chevalier; among the

chevaliers royal ambassadors were exclusively chosen. It must

not be forgotten, however, that there were two grades of knight-

hood; namely, the bacheliers or inferior chevaliers and the "ban-

nerets." The latter alone could display their banners at the points

of their lances and over the towers of their castles; and no others

* could aspire to such dignities as marquisates, countships, etc. The
period of the Crusades was the heroic age of chivalry. Then the

natural emulation between the secular knights and the military

religious orders was a benefit to both classes. The decadence of

chivalry began shortly after the demise of St. Louis IX., the beau

ideal of a Christian knight. However, this decadence was not pre-

cipitate, for even in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there flour-

ished many such knights as Duguesclin and Bayard. That the in-

stitution of chivalry, the theme of innumerable poets and romancists,

rendered inestimable service to civilization cannot be denied. There

is scarcely a feature of modem taste or refinement which does not

owe its existence to the halcyon days when chivalry was vivified by
the Church.'

Contemporary with the halcyon days of feudalism and of chivalry

was the rise of an institution most antagonistic to the former and

not very friendly to the latter. We allude to the Mediaeval Com-
munes. The disruption of the Roman Empire did not entail an

entire disappearance of municipal government; especially in the

south of Gaul the cities retained much of their independence and of

their consequent privileges, nor did Feudalism entirely destroy this

autonomy. The word "commune" is naturally malodorous to those

whom it reminds of that Masonic ebullition which disgraced and

B CantH, «M tupra; Michlell 7 Marquez, "Thesoro Militar de Cavalerla,"

Madrid, 1642; Giustlnlanl (Bernardo), "Hlstorle Chronologlche degli Ordlnl

Mllitarl," Venice, 1692; San Sovlno, "Dell' Orlglne del Cavalteri," Venice,

1583; Meneatrler, "La Chevalerle Anclenne et Modeme," Paris, 1683; La
Cume de Saint-Palaye, "Mtoiolres sur rAnclenne Chevalerle," Paris, 1781;

Mills, "History of Chivalry," London, 1826.
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nearly ruined France and all but destroyed Paris in 1871 ; but fhe

Communes of the Middle Age were sources of political and com-
mercial prosperity for their citizens. Their prime origin must be

ascribed to the laudable pride of those cities in the north of Italy

which struggled against the tyranny of those kings of the Germans
upon whom a Roman Pontiff had unfortunately placed the crown
of the Holy Roman Empire which the Prankish Charlemagne had
worn most worthily. The word "commune," which denoted merely

an enlarged family, was adopted in France, in the Low Countries

and in England as a name for the many free mediaeval municipali-

ties in those lands. The term was simply a translation of com-

tnunitas, just as in Italy the corresponding idea was generally repre-

sented by republica, an adaptation of the Latin term res publico.

The majority of these municipalities were instituted in the eleventh

century ; in the thirteenth, that century which was the most mediae-

val of all, according to the prevalent acceptation of the term, they

were at the height of their prosperity. It is well to note that the

very "underical" Guizot, supposing that a bourgeois of the twelfth

century might visit one of the great cities of modem Europe, emits

the following reflections : "The stranger inquires as to how the

government is administered, and as to the condition of the people.

He learns that outside the limits of the city there is a power which

taxes the citizens at will, and that the said power forces them into

its armies.. He hears some talk of magistrates and of a mayor, but

he is told that the affairs of the municipality are regulated from a

distance. This bourgeois of the twelfth century, accustomed to a

different state of things, is mute with astonishment. Now let the

scene change! Suppose that a Frenchman of the nineteenth cen-

tury could enter a city of the Middle Age! He would find him-

self indeed in a fortified place, but its defenders would be the citi-

zens themselves. These citizens would tax themselves ; they would

elect their own magistrates and judges
;
they would meet in order

to debate on public matters. They governed themselves ; in a word,

they were sovereigns."* Each of the Communes had its mayor, its

aldermen, its municipal seal for all communal documents, and what

we would term a national g^ard. As the formula of their rights

was generally couched, these rights composed those of scabinatus

(the right of having aldermen) of collegium (that of investing certain

notables with police authority) of majoratus (that of choosing

their mayors), of sigillum (that of having their own ofHcial seals), of

campana and berfredus (that of bell and belfry whereby the citizens

could be summoned to arms) and that of jurisdiction, a term which

explains itself. Aug^stin Thierry well says: "At the commence-

• "HiBtoire de France," Paris, 1823.
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ment of the fourteenth century, when for the first time the deputies

of the bourgeoisie of France were called to the States General of the

kingdom, the command was no sign that the bourgeois had been

recently emancipated; for more than two centuries had elapsed

since that numerous class had conquered its liberty and had fully

enjoyed it. Therefore the convocation of the deputies of the Third

Estate was not a political favor ; it was a recognition of the olden

communal privileges. In fact,the recognition coincided with the first

violations of these privileges and with the first attempts to rob the

Communes of their independence of organization."' In France, espe-

cially in its central portion, there were, besides the Communes prop-

erly so-called, many privileged cities and towns which were termed

villes bourgeoises; for instance, Paris and Orleans. Despite their

name, all the inhabitants of these vUles bourgeoises were not bourgeois

or citizens
;
very many were simply manants or habitants who could

obtain the rights of citizenship only by purchase or by special merit.

These cities and burgs held their charters directly from the mon-
arch, and hence it was that they enjoyed greater security and more
internal tranquillity than were the lot of most of the Communes,
although, as an offset to these advantages, their independence was
less pronounced than that of the latter. Their magistrates were

supervised by a royal provost who presided over the tribunals in

the name of the king, regulating the taxes and promulgating the

laws. The existence of the Communes and of the villes bourgeoises

was of great profit to the royal authority in France, since they

tended to lessen the power of the feudal nobles. The continual aim

of the French monarchs during the feudal period was to establish

villes bourgeoises in the royal domain and to encourage the erection

of Communes in the territories of their vassals. In time the

changes of circumstances convinced the Communes that an abro-

gation of their charters and submission either to the king or to some
powerful lord would give to them more security from external

aggression and more persistent internal tranquillity. In the reign

of Philip the Fair (1285-1314) the counter-communal revolution

had progressed so far that it was then generally admitted that no
Commune could be established without the royal consent, and from

that time the number of the villes bourgeoises increased, forming

that power which was destined to be known in time as the Third

Estate.

In Italy the Communes flourished more than in any other coun-

try. Unlike France, England and Germany, there were then in the

north of Italy no powerful dukes and counts who were so many
petty kings ; the royal authority, united with the imperial, was at a

T "Lettres sur VHlstoire de France," Vol. XXV., Paris, 1827.
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distance, and it was generally disputed by some of its own imme-

diate German subjects, and the Italian cities naturally profited by

the fact. The Communes of Lombardy soon became veritable

republics. In Germany, unless along the Rhine and in the far in-

terior, free cities were unknown long after they had attained to a

flourishing condition in other lands. In England the free munici-

palities generally allied themselves with the aristocracy in order to

curb the power of the monarch. In Spain the fueros corresponded

to the communal charters in France, but they limited the royal

authority as it was circumscribed in no other land, the king enjoying

only the right of appointing a corregidor or municipal chief, who
was to be confirmed by the junta, a legislative body which was

elected by an almost universal suffrage. In 1058 Alfonso V., king

of Spain, gave its first fueros to the kingdom of Leon, after delib-

eration with the episcopal body ; but the first fueros of Castile had

originated in 1012. The dawn of the sixteenth century Avitnessed

the disappearance of these privileges, save in name, unless in Ara-

gon, which continued to boast of the royal power of its Cortes until

Philip II. abolished it with the armed hand. Unlike the Spanish

monarch,. the French hero of the crime of Anag^i, that Philip the

Fair the memory of whose outrage on Pope Boniface VIII. has

been perpetuated by the immortal Dante,' used no armed force in

order to destroy the Communes of France. With that spirit which

animated Napoleon III. when he granted a "universal suffrage"

which he expected to dominate, Philip the Fair thought that the

States General would effect his object, since its composition showed

less of independence than that of the Communes. The States

General, remarks Augustin Thierry, "derived its force and its spirit

from two different sources : from the commercial classes and from

the officers of justice and finance, who were generally of plebeian

origfin. The bourgeois of the cities clung to their local franchises,

to their hereditary rights and to the independent and privileged

existence of their municipalities. On the contrary, the spirit of

the legists admitted but one right, that of the State (as is the wont of

most modem dabblers in statecraft); they acknowledged but one

liberty, that of the ruler, and their log^c was no more favorable to

the plebeian than it was to the noble." It is to be observed that

the legists here stigmatized by Thierry were generally mere crea-

tures and flatterers of the king ; as the historian says : "these were

8 Entering Alagna, lo! the fleur-de-lis,

And in His vicar, Christ a captive led!

I see Htm mocked a second time—again

The vinegar and gall produced I see;

And Christ Himself 'twlzt living robbers slain.

WrigW tratuHaUm.
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the men who prepared the way for the revolutionists of the future,

when they proclaimed the absolute power of one man."' And even

Michelet does not hesitate to aver: "They were the tyrants of

France. With a horrible calmness they undertook a servile imita-

tion of the Roman law and of the Roman imperial extortions.

These cruel demolishers of the Middle Age were the founders of

the civil order of modern times ; secular jurisprudence is generally

a foe of the ecclesiastical."^*

Reuben Parsons.
Tonkers, N. T.

THE TEACHING OF THE NEW TESTAMENT AND OF
THE CHURCH REGARDING DIVORCE.

11.

SO FAR we have only touched upon the Gospel teaching regard-

ing divorce ; if we now turn to the Apostle we find that a

system of moral teaching has already arisen upon the ques-

tion of Christian marriage. As is well known, St. Paul's converts

at Corinth wrote to ask him various liturgical and doctrinal ques-

tions, one of which regarded the marriage. In the seventh chapter

of his First Epistle to the Corinthians the Apostle gives them a
complete treatise upon the states of wedlock and virginity. In the

space of one chapter comprising only forty verses he lays down on
these two points principles which have served ever since as the

guiding star of the Church and her theologians.

After laying down that the celibate life is good, St. Paul recalls

the words of our Lord which we have examined above and con-

cludes from them, as we saw from St. Augustine, that if Christian

married people do separate, they may not marry again during one

another's lifetime. As he had said when writing to the Romans

:

For the woman tbat bath a husband, whilst her husband llveth is bound
to the law. But if her husband be dead, she is loosed from the law of her
husband.

Therefore, whilst her husband liveth, she shall be called an adulteress, U
she be with another man ; but If her husband be dead, she is delivered from
the law of her husband: so that she is not an adulteress if she be with
another man.—Rom. vil., 2-3.

Only her husband's death releaseth her from the bond. He
then proceeds to speak upon his own Apostolic authority, for he

has no express words of the Lord, when on earth, to fall back upon

:

• Loo. oit., zxv., p. 277.

10 "Histoire de France," Vol. m., p. 3t, Paris, 18S0.
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